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Abstract Assessing risks of local extinction and shifts in
species ranges are fundamental tasks in ecology and con-
servation. Most studies have focused either on the border of
species’ range or on complex spatiotemporal dynamics of
populations within the spatial distribution of species. The
internal properties of species ranges, however, have received
less attention due to a general lack of simple tools. We
propose a novel approach within a metapopulation frame-
work to study species ranges based on simple mathematical
rules. We formulate and test a model of population fluc-
tuations through space to identify key factors that regulate
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population density. We propose that spatial variability in
species abundance reflects the interaction between temporal
variability in population dynamics and the spatial variability
of population parameters. This approach, that we call range
structure analysis, integrates temporal and spatial proper-
ties to diagnose how each parameter contributes to species
occupancy throughout its geographic range.

Keywords Range dynamics · Population biology ·
Species distribution · Species’ border · Metapopulation

Introduction

Ever since the study of MacArthur and Wilson, extinction–
colonization dynamics have been regarded as fundamental
processes to understand persistence, composition, and diver-
sity of species from local to global scales (MacArthur
1960; MacArthur and Levins 1964) . Extinction and colo-
nization rates vary across the geographic range of species
as a consequence of changes in habitat size, connectivity,
and suitability, as well as due to local demographic pro-
cesses and metapopulation dynamics (Carter and Prince
1981; Holt 1983; Holt et al. 1997; Maurer and Brown 1989;
Morlon et al. 2009; Holt et al. 2005). The relative con-
tribution of extinction and colonization processes underlie
the emergence of patterns in the internal structure of geo-
graphic ranges (Brown et al. 1996; Gaston 2003; Hengeveld
and Haeck 1982), such as range boundaries (Case and
Taper 2000; Holt and Keitt 2000, 2005), range expan-
sion (Arim et al. 2006; Holt 2003), and density variation
across the range (Brown et al. 1995; Hengeveld and Haeck
1982). Notwithstanding their importance, to our knowledge,
extinction and colonization process has not been mapped
within the range of species.
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In the case of range boundaries, Holt and Keitt (2000)
used the well-known metapopulation model proposed by
Levins (1970) to suggest that the emergence of range bound-
aries can be explained by changes in the relative importance
of extinction (e), colonization (c), and amount of suitable

habitat (k) at a given position (x) in the context of the
following model:

dp(x)

dt
= p(x)c(x)

{
k(x) − p(x)

}
− e(x)p(x), (1)

Fig. 1 Temporal (left panel) and
spatial (right panel) variability
in parameters. Inverse distance
weight interpolation was applied
after calculating parameters for
each route independently

(a) habitat suitability (k) (b) dk/d(x, y)

(c) colonization (c) (d) dc/d(x, y)

(e) extinction (e) (f) de/d(x, y)
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where p(x) is the probability of occupancy at position x.
This model, while providing insights into the nature of
range boundaries along one dimensional gradients, has a
limited ability to deal with the spatial complexity of range
boundaries and internal structure.

In this paper, we expand the model proposed by Holt and
Keitt (2000) to account for the variability of extinction and
colonization rates across the geographic range of species.
We show that the emergence of patterns in the internal
structure, as well as in the boundary of ranges can be fruit-
fully understood as resulting from the interaction between
temporal variability in population dynamics and the spatial
variability of population parameters (Fig. 1) .

Our goal is to formulate a diagnostic approach, that
we call range structure analysis (RSA), to elucidate the
internal structure of a species’ geographic range. We inte-
grate temporal and spatial dimensions in a concrete and
simple expression to assess the spatial variability in the
relative contribution of extinction and colonization rates
within the geographic range of species. We illustrate RSA
and its implications for conservation and management
with the empirical example of the range of Piñon jays,
Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus.

Range structure analysis

Our goal is to assess the relative contribution of extinction
and colonization processes to the persistence of a species
within its range. In principle, we would like to assess how
these two rates vary at any single location (x, y). To do this,
we can modify (1) to:

dp(x, y)

dt
= p(x, y)c(x, y)

{
k(x, y) − p(x, y)

}

−e(x, y)p(x, y). (2)

Notice that now, p should be regarded as the proportion of
time that the habitat patch centered at coordinates x, y stays
occupied, which we model as a function of its quality (k)
and the value taken by local extinction (e) and colonization
(c) processes.

The effect of each parameter (·) on p is given by how
its variability across space affects changes in the probability
of occupancy. One way to account for this effect is by com-
puting the spatial derivative of each parameter when the
system is at equilibrium p∗. This leads us to propose the
following model:

dp∗

d(x, y)
= ∂p∗

∂e

de

d(x, y)
+ ∂p∗

∂c

dc

d(x, y)
+ ∂p∗

∂k

dk

d(x, y)
. (3)

The partial contributions of c, e, and k, (3) may be
obtained analytically from the equilibrium state of Eq. 2

(p∗ = k − e/c), then: ∂p∗/∂e = −c−1, ∂p∗/∂c = ec−2,
and ∂p∗/∂k = 1.

Expression 3 defines a gradient in a three dimensional
parameter space which permits to evaluate the contribu-
tion of each parameter to population persistence across
the spatial gradient. This is what we call a RSA. Under
such framework, RSA entails the following three steps: (1)
Obtain independent estimates of the parameters k, e, and
c at each spatial location (x,y). (2) Compute their spatial
derivatives (i.e., d ·

d(x,y)
), 3) compute the partial derivatives

of the equilibrium values associated to the dynamic model
represented by (2) (e.g., ∂p∗/∂c = ec−2 for colonization),
4) multiply the spatial derivatives obtained in step two by
the partial derivatives of step 3, which represents the con-
tribution of each parameter (i.e., c,e,k) to the equilibrium
persistence at any one particular location (x,y). Once this
procedure is carried out, one can identify the parameter that
dominates the dynamics at a particular location by find-

ing the term
(

∂p∗
∂·

d ·
d(x,y)

)
with the highest value for each

position (x,y) within the range.

Application

Dataset

RSA requires to assess the frequency of occupation through-
out the species range. We illustrate the model using Piñon
jays (PIJA; G. cyanocephalus) from the North American
Breeding Bird Survey (BBS, Sauer et al. 2005) dataset.
While other datasets are certainly relevant to assess spa-
tial changes in occupancy dynamics (e.g., Christmas Bird
Count), the large scale and large time span of the BBS,
makes it an ideal census that explicitly depict demo-
graphic features of species (e.g., birth, emigration) rele-
vant to occupation dynamics. The BBS consists of yearly
censuses conducted in June across North America span-
ning from 1966 to the present. Each route consists of
a 40-km transect. An observer travels by vehicle along
each transect and stops every 0.8 km and counts all birds
detected by sight or sound within a 0.4-km radius during a
3-min period.

PIJA are highly social, non-territorial birds, with a lifes-
pan of roughly 11 years, that depend heavily on piñon
seed (Balda et al. 1997; Klimkiewicz and Futcher 1989).
Dispersal occurs in the fall, mostly by females going to
adjacent flocks in search of males (Marzluff and Balda
1989). Occasionally, young PIJA males wander to maxi-
mize their reproductive output (Marzluff and Balda 1992),
thereby minimizing fluctuations in population sizes during
the summer. Overall, the individual home ranges of PIJA
are remarkably stable through the year and remain mostly
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limited to the home range boundaries of the flock (circa.
20 km2; Balda and Bateman 1971; Marzluff and Balda
1992). This makes PIJA a good candidate to illustrate the
model presented here.

PIJA has been recorded in a total of 244 routes between
1968 and 2005. To assure adequate sampling and to min-
imize the effect of stochasticity upon occupancy, only
those routes that recorded PIJA in 10 or more years,
which occurred in 106 routes, were analyzed. PIJA reach
their highest abundances in Arizona and New Mexico
(Balda and Bateman 1971; Marzluff and Balda 1992). The
BBS shows that persistent populations have been recorded
every year as far north as southern Oregon and Montana
(Sauer et al. 2005).

Parameter estimation

Because RSA concerns the estimation of the relative con-
tribution of parameter values at each spatial location within
the range, we calculated k, e, and c for each route located
at coordinates x, y, when the above requirements were met.
These values were used to generate continuous maps for
each parameter using inverse distance weight interpolation
(Fortin and Dale 2005). The grain for such interpolated
maps was set to the minimum distance between sample loca-
tions (8 km), thereby assuring that no two routes were found
within one map cell.

To estimate k, a generalized linear model with logistic
link (Venables and Ripley 2002; Hosmer et al. 2011) was
used to model the probability of bird habitat being present.

To balance this statistical analysis, we incorporated routes
with known PIJA absences, by including 106 randomly
selected routes within the spatial extent of the species range
where PIJA have not been recorded in the 38 year span con-
sidered in this study. A training dataset of 25 % of the total
routes was used to generate the model, and validation was
done using a χ2−test on a confusion table on the remain-
ing 75 % of the routes. Predictors were chosen to describe
the most relevant environmental factors of PIJA survival
and reproduction (Marzluff and Balda 1989). We esti-
mated habitat suitability (k) for each route from the median
date of last snowfall for years 1961–1990 (CLIMAPS,
National Climatic Data Center), elevation, forest density,
and forest types (Zhu and Evans 1994). The estimated error
for habitat suitability was set to two standard deviations
from the predicted value for each route. The variables that
contribute the most to habitat suitability are in decreasing
order: elevation, forest density, date of last snowfall, and
forest type (Table 1) all of which may be related to food
availability (i.e., pinyon nut crop) and roosting and nest-
ing habitat quality. Even though neither of the individual
categories of forest types are significant, the inclusion of
forest types as a variable to model habitat suitability is justi-
fied because together they contribute significantly to explain
PIJA presence. This is further evident by looking at the
analysis of deviance table (Table 2).

Colonization and extinction were estimated using the
standard procedure outlined in Clark and Rosenzweig
(1994); (see also Diamond and May 1977; Samaniego
et al. 2012). However, counts, and thus metapopulation

Table 1 Logistic regression model to estimate habitat suitability, k

Estimate Std. Error z value P r(> |z|)

(Intercept) −19.493 2585.101 −0.01 0.994

Elevation 0.003 0.001 4.92 0.000

Forest Density −0.0310 0.011 −2.93 0.003

Date of Last Snowfall −0.277 0.147 −1.88 0.061

Forest Type: Douglas-fir 16.262 2585.101 0.01 0.995

Forest Type: Elm-ash-cottonwood 0.036 4725.898 0.00 1.000

Forest Type: Fir-spruce −2.375 2991.797 −0.00 0.999

Forest Type: Lodgepole pine 15.172 2585.101 0.01 0.995

Forest Type: Oak-hickory −0.337 3791.811 −0.00 0.999

Forest Type: Piñon-juniper 17.763 2585.100 0.01 0.995

Forest Type: Ponderosa pine 17.836 2585.100 0.01 0.995

Forest Type: Western hardwoods 13.700 2585.101 0.01 0.996

Null deviance: 277.24 df : 199

Residual deviance: 185.51 df : 188

Note that in spite of none of the forest types showing significant z values, the inclusion of Forest Type has a significant effect on the presence of
PIJA per route (See Table 2).

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov
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Table 2 Analysis of deviances table shows the changes in the fit of all
possible models by adding and subtracting one parameter at the time

Variable df Deviance AIC P r(χ2)

Elevation 1 190.66 224.66 2×10−6

Forest Type 8 202.45 222.45 3×10−5

Forest Density 1 176.93 210.93 2×10−3

Date of Last Snowfall 7 192.39 214.39 9×10−4

parameters, are subject to detection errors where observers
fail to report birds that are present. We therefore, per-
formed an explicit error assessment by considering a Hidden
Markov Model in this particular implementation of RSA
(see Supporting Information for further details).

Error may affect either the temporal ( ∂p∗
∂· ) or spatial

factor ( d ·
d(x,y)

); we consider only errors in the spatial gradi-
ents, because the system is assumed to be at steady state,
p∗. We performed an RSA in which each term, ∂p∗

∂·
d ·

d(x,y)
,

was calculated as its expected value plus or minus error
of omission. This gave four possible ways to calculate an
error-gradient map.

We studied the worse case, where adjacent cells have
error values of opposite sign. Thus, we assessed the effect
of error on the final RSA map by generating a map for each
parameter with its maximum error while holding the other
two at their expected value (i.e., with no error). The sensitiv-
ity of RSA to errors was evaluated, by cross-tabulating maps
with and without errors for each parameter, and differences
were assessed using a χ2-test (see SI Table S.1).

Unveiling the internal structure of the range

For each parameter (·), absolute values for the spatial gra-
dient ( d ·

d(x,y)
) on the continuous maps were calculated as√

(xj − xj−1)2 + (yj − yj−1)2, where each quadratic term
represents the difference between locations (j and j − 1) in
the given direction (x and y). We calculated each compo-
nent ( ∂p

∂·
d ·

d(x,y)
) of the gradient and identified, for each cell

in the map, the term with the largest relative value in Eq. 3,
thereby depicting the internal structure of the range.

Results

RSA allows to identify specific locations, within the geo-
graphic range of a species, where a given parameter is
most important in driving spatial variation in occupancy
dynamics (Fig. 2). In this particular example, extinc-
tion and colonization are the most important parameters
driving PIJA persistence throughout its range and dom-
inate in a similar proportion of sites (49.4 and 49.8 %
respectively), while habitat suitability dominates in only
0.8 % of the sites and is restricted to well-defined areas
within the range where abundance is high. Our results
point out that the way colonization and extinction vary
in importance across the geographic range of a species
is much more complex and richer in spatial structure
than previously thought (Fig. 2). Even though our analy-
ses shows that extinctions dominate over colonization on
range margins for PIJA (Fig. 2b), as expected (e.g., Holt
and Keitt 2000), it does so in many other areas of the

Fig. 2 a Spatial distribution of most important parameters for pop-
ulation persistence across the geographic range of Piñon jays. b
Distribution of areas where colonization exceed extinction. Note that

colonization dominates extinction in those areas where the total con-
tribution of colonization exceeds the total contribution of extinction,
which denotes source and sink areas respectively
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range and not only in the boundaries, forming pockets
of extinction-dominated areas interspersed by colonization
dominated ones. The ecological and evolutionary conse-
quences of this spatial mosaic in colonization and extinc-
tion dynamics should be the subject of further study (as
shown by Curnutt et al. 1996; Guo et al. 2005; Holt
et al. 2005; Holt and Pickering 1985; Pulliam 1988).
Interestingly, this pattern is apparent for PIJA not only
in isolated populations (e.g., northern California and
Oregon on the western margin of the range and Nebraska
and South Dakota on the eastern flank) but also in
more connected but still marginal populations in southern
California, central Colorado, eastern Idaho, and northern
and eastern Montana (Fig. 2). A more informative represen-
tation of the same information can be achieved by plotting
a binary map of those places where colonization exceed
extinction (i.e., the ratio between the contributions of col-
onization and extinction to p(x, y), Fig. 2b), which in the
case of our example shows that source patches, where colo-
nization exceed extinction, are mostly located to the interior
of the border of species range. These sites should be partic-
ularly important from a conservation perspective as they are
responsible for the overall cohesion of the species range.

Discussion

The dynamics of species populations are highly variable
throughout the species range (Brown et al. 1995, 1996)
as a consequence of the temporal and spatial variabil-
ity in important demographic processes that affect growth
rates and hence population persistence (Jansen and
Yoshimura 1998; Keymer et al. 2000; Kawecki and Holt
2002; Gonzalez and Holt 2002; Ronce 2007). The prevail-
ing view is that there is a gradient of population dynamics
extending radially from the center of abundance and shift-
ing from populations with net positive growth to populations
that would not persist without immigration on the periphery
(Brown et al. 1995; McGill and Collins 2003; Williams et al.
2003). This results in dispersal and source-sink dynamics
that are ultimately responsible for setting the range bound-
ary (Holt and Pickering 1985; Pulliam 1988; Dias 1996;
Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Holt 2003). RSA show that
complex spatial patterns in colonization, extinction, and
habitat suitability exist within the species ranges. These
spatial patterns could serve as a rough guide to inform con-
servation actions and planning within the range of species.

RSA effectively partitions the range to estimate the dif-
ferential contributions of population parameters to species
persistence. This approach is not limited to metapopula-
tion dynamics as in the example presented here. RSA may
be applied to any population model, as long as parame-
ters relevant to the temporal trajectory of populations can

be used in Eq. 3. Our approximation assumes a particular
type of population dynamics (i.e., metapopulation model)
for the entire range, which seems to be a safe assumption in
many cases (Liebhold et al. 1993; Bjørnstad et al. 1998;
Hanski 1999; Williams et al. 2003; Cabral and Schurr 2010).
The same as similar approaches (e.g., landscape capacity;
Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000), we assume that populations
have reached steady state, thereby making this approach
most suitable to equilibrial situations. More research is nec-
essary to assess how sensitive are RSA results to departures
from equilibrium conditions.

RSA is a first-order approximation to understand the
relative contribution of different processes to population
dynamics in heterogeneous landscapes. As such, it can be
improved in several ways. Our model (the same as the orig-
inal model upon which ours is based, proposed by Holt
and Keitt (2000) does not include dispersal explicitly in
the dynamics, although it is implicitly included in the esti-
mation of colonization and extinction rates, and this could
be a way of adding complexity and realism to the model.
This may be an important next step for RSA since disper-
sal, and the particular form of a dispersal kernel, may play
a critical role in affecting colonization and extinction rates
and thus local and regional persistence (e.g., Hanski 1999;
Labra et al. 2003; Holland and Hastings 2008). Similarly,
our formulation assumes that extinction and colonization
do not interact; however, we know that they do, for exam-
ple, through “rescue effects” (Brown and Kodric-Brown
1977). This could be easily incorporated through the explicit
consideration of the interaction between colonization and
extinction processes as in the generalized metapopulation
model proposed by Harding and McNamara (2002). Finally,
an interesting new venue for developing RSA may con-
sider comparisons with current niche modeling techniques
(Peterson et al. 2011) since both can generate a predic-
tion of the spatial occupancy of species. However, RSA do
this by including demographic-level information in addi-
tion to environmental data, which may complement niche
modeling exercises.

RSA can be a valuable tool to inform management
and conservation decisions. In Piñon Jays, for exam-
ple, where habitat suitability is an important parame-
ter, special care should be taken to preserve the piñon-
juniper woodland habitat. Where colonization governs the
dynamics, management should concentrate on preserv-
ing the connectivity between habitats and populations
(Keitt et al. 1997). However, parameter estimation should
be done carefully, as it constitutes a crucial step in RAS. In
the Piñon Jay example, two main sources of errors are pos-
sible. The first source of error is associated to the choice
of the spatial grain of analysis and the spatial interpolation
process itself (i.e., Inverse Distance Weight). In this respect,
interpolation methods not only provide simple—and
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biologically deprived—approximations to the spatial vari-
ability of species, but also minimize the influence of
routes with very low occupancy, and presumably subjected
to large stochasticity, not considered in this analysis. How-
ever, such interpolation methods are known to be unbiased
descriptors that often outperform other distribution model-
ing techniques (Bahn and McGill 2007). A second source
of errors is associated with the estimation of parameters in
populations that fluctuate in abundance over time, which for
conspicuous species like PIJA, likely translates into false
absences (i.e., recording an absence when in fact the species
is present; MacKenzie et al. 2005; Royle and Link 2006;
Wintle et al. 2004). To assess the importance of different
sources of error in affecting the results herein reported, we
applied a hidden Markov chain model to the PIJA dataset to
simulate errors in population size estimation (see Support-
ing Information). The results of this analysis show that RSA
is robust to errors in parameter estimation.

Several additional testable hypotheses arise from the
approach proposed here. Particularly relevant to the emerg-
ing field of landscape genetics (Manel et al. 2003; McRae
and Beier 2007) is the ability to identify areas containing
populations governed by different parameters, which are
expected to exhibit variable degree of evolutionary diver-
gence and genetic variability dependent on the relationship
between colonization and extinction processes (Turelli et al.
2001; Brooks 2006). RSA could help identifying areas
within the range where adaptive potential to track changes
in the environment, as expected under climate change sce-
narios, is higher and thus essential for species persistence.
This highlights the importance of landscape-level assess-
ment of occupancy, such as RSA, to understand how land-
scape structures provide the spatial template for adaptation
(Hanski 1999; Brooks 2006; McRae et al. 2008; Pearman
et al. 2008; Kearney and Porter 2009).

Finally, it is worth to mention that while RSA introduces
what we think it is a promising approach to understand-
ing the internal dynamic of geographic ranges and a way
to undertake population management at regional scales,
its application requires large spanned datasets in time and
space. We have illustrated RSA using one of the most
extensive one, the North American Breeding Bird Survey.
Acknowledging that such information on species occur-
rence remains scarce, there is no reason to believe that such
information will become more readily available as field
information is gathered by the different agencies in charge
of wildlife monitoring. Our intention here is to provide
a modeling approach to assess occupancy at large spatial
scale posing an old known trade-off between explanation
and prediction power, where the possibilities to provide
large-scale predictions as tools for management at state
or even country level is clearly limited by the availability
of high-quantity datasets. However, we believe that the

approach is worthwhile and provides additional information
on the internal dynamics of species range by merging space
and time in a succinct model.

In conclusion, RSA quantifies and makes explicit rela-
tionships between spatial gradients of population parame-
ters and temporal fluctuations in abundances. This synthetic
approach should be directly applicable in management and
conservation biology. Most importantly, we believe that it
provides a concrete basis to understand the spatial dimen-
sions of species ecology and demography, as well as their
evolutionary consequences.
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